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Abstract

Real-time database system must meet time constraints in
addition to the integrity constraints. Concurrency control is
one of the main issues in the studies of real-time database
systems. Traditional concurrency control methods use se-
rializability as the correctness criterion when transactions
are executed concurrently. However, strict serializability as
the correctness criterion is not always suitable in real-time
databases. Instead, correctness requirements vary from one
type of transactions to another and from one data type to
another. In this paper we propose a concurrency control
method where used concurrency control is based on method
defined on table creation. Transactions can freely use tables
based on pessimistic concurrency control, optimistic con-
currency control or nocheck concurrency control based on
application needs. Proposed method is evaluated and tested
in prototype implementation of real-time database system
for telecommunications.

1. Introduction

Many real-word applications involve time-constrained
access to data and access to data that has temporal validity.
Consider for example a telephone switching system, net-
work management, navigation systems, stock trading, and
command and control systems. Additionally, consider the
following operations within these environments: looking up
the ”800 directory”, obstacle detection and avoidance, radar
tracking and recognition of objects. These involve gather-
ing data from the environment, processing of information,
and contributingtimelyresponse. Additionally, these exam-
ples contain processing both temporal data, which loses its
validity after a certain time intervals, as well as historical
data.

Traditional databases, hereafter referred to as databases,
deal with persistent data. Transactions access this data
while maintaining its consistency. The overall goal of trans-
action and query processing in databases is to get a good

throughput or response time. Inreal-time systemscan also
deal with temporal data, i.e., data that becomes outdated
after a certain time. Therefore, tasks in real-time systems
have deadlines. The important difference is that the goal of
real-time systems is to meet the time constraints of the tasks
[21].

Real-time does not just mean fast [21] and timing con-
straints that are in nanoseconds or microseconds. In-
stead, real-time means the need to manageexplicit time
constraints in a predictable fashion, that is, to use time-
cognizant protocols to deal with deadlines or periodicity
constraints associated with tasks [18].

Concurrency control is one of the main issues in the stud-
ies of real-time database systems. With a strict consistency
requirement defined by serializability [4], most real-time
concurrency control schemes considered in the literature are
based on two-phase locking (2PL) [9]. 2PL has been stud-
ied extensively in traditional database systems and is being
widely used in commercial databases.

However, 2PL has some inherent problems such as the
possibility of deadlocks as well as long and unpredictable
blocking times. These problems appear to be serious in
real-time transaction processing since real-time transactions
need to meet their timing constraints, in addition to consis-
tency requirements [19].

Optimistic concurrency control protocols [15, 10] have
the nice properties of being non-blocking and deadlock-
free. These properties make them especially attractive for
real-time database systems. Because conflict resolution be-
tween the transactions is delayed until a transaction is near
to its completion, there will be more information available
in making the conflict resolution. Although optimistic ap-
proaches have been shown to be better than locking pro-
tocols for RTDBSs [12, 11], they have the problem of
unnecessary restarts and heavy restart overhead. This is
due to the late conflict detection that increases the restart
overhead since some near-to-complete transactions have to
be restarted. Therefore in recent years numerous opti-
mistic concurrency control algorithms have been proposed
[14, 16, 7, 17, 8, 23].



Telecommunication is an example of an application area,
which has database requirements that require a real-time
database or at least time-cognizant database. A telecom-
munication database, especially one designed for Intelligent
Network (IN) services [2], must support access times less
than 50 milliseconds. Most database requests are simple
reads, which access few items and return some value based
on the content in the database. In this paper two transac-
tion types have been studied: service provision (IN) and
service management (TMN) [3] transactions. In transaction
scheduling, IN transactions are expressed as firm deadline
transactions and TMN transactions are expressed as soft
deadline transactions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the proposed method. Section 3 presents a ex-
perimental setup and results. Finally, the conclusion of the
paper is presented in Section 4.

2. Hybrid Concurrency Control

There are three different concurrency control methods
available for users: pessimistic, optimistic and nocheck.
These have different behaviors to the user. These differ-
ent methods are discussed more thoroughly in the following
subsections.

2.1. Pessimistic Concurrency Control

Pessimistic concurrency control is also known as ”lock-
ing”. Locks allow multiple users to safely share a database
as long as all users are updating different data at the same
time. For example, you can update Ms. Smith’s record
while I update Mr. Kumar’s record.

When locks are used, the locks are placed as soon as any
piece of the row is updated. Thus it is impossible for two
users to update a row at the same time. As soon as one
user gets a lock, no one else can process that row. This
is a safe, conceptually simple approach. The disadvantage
is that it requires overhead for every operation, whether or
not two or more users are actually trying to access the same
record. This overhead is small, but adds up because every
row that is updated requires a lock. Furthermore, every time
that a user tries to access a row, the system must also check
whether the requested row(s) are already locked by another
user (or connection).

Pessimistic concurrency control is called ”pessimistic”
because the system assumes the worst – it assumes that two
users will want to update the same record at the same time,
and then prevents that possibility by locking the record, no
matter how unlikely conflicts actually are.

Here is an example of pessimistic concurrency control
operation:

On T1, enter the statements below:

create table t2(a int) engine=soliddb
comment=’MODE=PESSIMISTIC’;
insert into t2 values (1),(2);
commit;
set autocommit = 0;
update t2 set a = 5 where a = 1;

Figure 1. Using pessimistic tables.

On T2, enter the statements below:

set autocommit = 0;
update t2 set a = 7 where a = 1;
/* This query waits for T1 to release
locks on table t2 */

We have selected to use 2PL-HP [1] method in pes-
simistic concurrency control.

2.2. Optimistic Concurrency Control

An alternative approach to locking is called ”optimistic”
concurrency control. Optimistic concurrency control as-
sumes that although conflicts are possible, they will be very
rare. Instead of locking every record every time that it is
used, the software merely looks for indications that two
users actually did try to update the same record at the same
time. If that evidence is found, then one user’s updates are
discarded (and of course the user is informed).

When using optimistic concurrency control, each time
that the server reads a record to try to update it, the server
makes a copy of the ”version number” of the record and
stores that copy for later reference. When it’s time to write
the updated data back to the disk drive, the server compares
the original version number that it read with the version
number that the disk drive now contains. If the version num-
bers are the same, then no one else changed the record and
we can write our updated value. However, if the value we
originally read and the current value on the disk are not the
same, then someone has changed the data since we read it,
and whatever operation we did is probably out-of-date, so
we discard our version of the data and give the user an er-
ror message. Naturally, each time that we update a record,
we also update the version number. Here is an example of
optimistic concurrency control operation: On T1, enter the
statements below:



create table t2(a int) engine=soliddb
comment=’MODE=OPTIMISTIC’;
insert into t2 values (1),(2);
commit;
set autocommit = 0;
update t2 set a = 5 where a = 1;

Figure 2. Using optimistic tables.

on T2, enter the statements below:

set autocommit = 0;
update t2 set a = 7 where a = 1;

On T2, you can see:

ERROR 1213 (40001): Deadlock found when trying to
get lock; try restarting transaction.

2.3. Nocheck Concurrency Control

In this alternative approach no concurrency control
checking is done at all. However, normal consistency
checking is done, i.e. primary key, foreign key and check
constraints are checked. This table mode need careful de-
sign and usage from the user because concurrent changes
could cause unwanted results. When the application uses
e.g. replace or insert semantics or when data in this table
does not need always to be consistent this table mode pro-
vides best possible concurrency between transactions and
increased performance because no concurrency checks are
done in any phase of the transaction execution. Here is an
example of creating nocheck table:

create table t3(a int) engine=soliddb
comment=’MODE=NOCHECK’;

Figure 3. Using nocheck tables.

2.4. Example of hybrid concurrency control

Lets assume that we have tables A, B, and C. Further-
more, assume that we have defined that the table A uses
pessimistic concurrency control, B uses optimistic concur-
rency control and C nocheck concurrency control. Now,
transaction:

BEGIN;
UPDATE A SET A.B = A.B + 1 WHERE A.ID BETWEEN 21 AND 56;
UPDATE B SET B.A = B.A - 1 WHERE B.ID BETWEEN 33 AND 99;
UPDATE C SET C.C = C.A WHERE C.ID BETWEEN 77 AND 212;
COMMIT;

Figure 4. Transaction accessing all three ta-
bles.

Now this transaction will use pessimistic locking when
accessing rows in the table A, optimistic method when ac-
cessing rows in the table B and no concurrency control
when accessing rows in the table C. Thus, transaction might
wait locks to be granted while accessing rows in the table A
and transaction might be rolled back at commit time if at
validation phase of rows accessed the table B do not serial-
ize.

2.5. Differences Between Optimistic and Pessimistic
Concurrency Control

When you use optimistic concurrency control, you don’t
find out there’s a conflict until just before you write the up-
dated data. In pessimistic locking, you find out there’s a
conflict as soon as you try to read the data. To use our anal-
ogy with banks again, pessimistic locking is like having a
guard at the bank door who checks your account number
when you try to enter; if someone else (a spouse, or a mer-
chant to whom you wrote a check) is already in the bank
accessing your account, then you can’t enter until that other
person finishes her transaction and leaves. Optimistic con-
currency control, on the other hand, allows you to walk into
the bank at any time and try to do your business, but at the
risk that as you are walking out the door the bank guard will
tell you that your transaction conflicted with someone else’s
and you’ll have to go back and do the transaction again.

Optimistic and pessimistic concurrency controls differ in
another important way besides the time at which conflicts
are detected and error messages are issued. Pessimistic
locking allows one user to not only block another user from
updating the same record, but even from reading that record.
If you use pessimistic locking and you get an exclusive lock,
then no other user can even read that record. With optimistic
locking, however, we don’t check for conflicts except at the
time that we write updated data to disk. If user1 updates a
record and user2 only wants to read it, then user2 simply
reads whatever data is on the disk and then proceeds, with-
out checking whether the data is locked. User2 might see
slightly out-of-date information if user1 has read the data
and updated it but has not yet ”committed” the transaction.

solidDB actually implements optimistic concurrency
control in a more sophisticated way than this. Rather than
giving each user ”whatever version of data is on the disk at



the moment it is read”, solidDB can store multiple versions
of each data row temporarily. Each user’s transaction sees
the database as it was at the time that the transaction started.
This way, the data that each user sees is consistent through-
out the transaction, and users are able to concurrently ac-
cess the database. Data is always available to users because
locking is not used; access is improved since deadlocks no
longer apply. (Again, however, users run the risk that their
changes will be thrown out if those changes conflict with
another user’s changes.)

Thus, for example, user1 might put an exclusive lock
on a record and update it. When the record is updated, its
version number changes. User2, who is using a read-only
transaction, can read the previous version of the record even
though the record has an exclusive lock on it.

Pessimistic locking allows you an option that optimistic
locking does not offer. We said earlier that pessimistic locks
fail ”immediately” – that is, if you try to get an exclusive
lock on a record and another user already has a lock (shared
or exclusive) on that record, then you will be told that you
can’t get a lock. In fact, solidDB allows you the option of ei-
ther failing immediately or of waiting a specified number of
seconds before failing. You might specify a wait of 30 sec-
onds; this means that if you initially try to get the lock and
cannot, the server will continue trying to get the lock until
either it gets the lock or until the 30 seconds has elapsed.
In many cases, especially when transactions tend to be very
short, you may find that setting a brief wait allows you to
continue activities that otherwise would have been blocked
by locks.

This wait mechanism applies only to pessimistic lock-
ing, not to optimistic concurrency control. There is no such
thing as ”waiting for an optimistic lock”. If someone else
changed the data since the time that you read it, no amount
of waiting will prevent a conflict that has already occurred.
In fact, since optimistic concurrency methods do not place
locks, there is literally no ”optimistic lock” to wait on.

Neither pessimistic nor optimistic concurrency control
is ”right” or ”wrong”. When properly implemented, both
approaches ensure that your data is properly updated. In
most scenarios, optimistic concurrency control is more effi-
cient and offers higher performance, but in some scenarios
pessimistic locking is more appropriate. In situations where
there are a lot of updates and relatively high chances of users
trying to update data at the same time, you probably want to
use pessimistic locking. If the odds of conflict are very low
(many records and relatively few users, or very few updates
and mostly ”read” operations), then optimistic concurrency
control is usually the best choice. The decision will also be
affected by how many records each user updates at a time.

2.6. Example database and transactions

To motivate semantic correctness in real-time database
setting, consider network database that mimics a Home Lo-
cation Register (HLR) [24] which is used to store infor-
mation about users of the network. Operators use HLR
databases to store subscriber data, location data, network
access data, and about network services data, for exam-
ple call forwarding. To simplify presentations schema pre-
sented below does not contain all the operations of the HLR.
Instead database and transactions are simplified version of
The Telecom One (TM1) benchmark designed for telecom-
munication applications [22]. Database consists three ta-
bles: Subscriber, SpecialFacility, and CallForwarding. The
basic data, such as the location data, of all subscribers us-
ing the network is found in the Subscriber table. Network
services accessible to a subscriber are stored in the Special-
Facility table. Each of those services might have a number
of call forwarding’s, which are stored in the CallForwarding
table.

• SUBSCRIBER(s id, cf active, vlr location,
hlr location)

• SPECIALFACILITY(s id, sf type, isactive)

• CALLFORWARDING(s id, cf number, sftype,
start time, endtime)

From these tables we have selected that SUBSCRIBER
table uses pessimistic concurrency control while SPECIAL-
FACILITY uses optimistic concurrency control and CALL-
FORWARDING nocheck concurrency control. This is be-
cause subscriber information needs higher consistency and
have potentially more conflicts. Call information is natu-
rally temporal and have lower consistency requirements and
has potentially less conflicts.

3. Experimental results

We have carried out a set of experiments in order to
examine the feasibility of our prototype implementation,
specifically the concurrency control mechanism. All exper-
iments were executed in the prototype database running on
a AMD Opteron Processor 146 containing 3 GB of main
memory with the Linux operating system 2.6.28.

The test database represents a typical network database
that mimics a Home Location Register (HLR) [24] which is
used to store information about users of the network. Op-
erators use HLR databases to store subscriber data, loca-
tion data, network access data, and about network services
data, for example call forwarding. To simplify presentations
schema presented below does not contain all the operations
of the HLR. Instead database and transactions are from The



Telecom One (TM1) benchmark designed for telecommu-
nication applications [22]. Transaction parameters used in
these test are listed in the Table 1.

Table 1. Transaction parameters.

Test #
Transaction name #1 #2 Deadline Mode
GetNewDestination 90 % 85 % 50 ms read-only
UpdateDestination 10 % 10 % 100 ms update
UpdateLocation 0 % 5 % 150 ms replace

Transactions are validated atomically. If the deadline
of a transaction expires, the transaction is always aborted.
Other test parameters include the exponentially-distributed
arrival rate. The final deadline is calculated using EDF (Ear-
liest Deadline First) [13] method.

New transactions are accepted up to a specified limit,
which is the number of installed Transaction Processes. If
there is no Transaction Process available when a new trans-
action arrives, the transaction is aborted. Transactions are
validated atomically. If the deadline of a transaction ex-
pires, the transaction is always aborted. The workload in a
test session consists of a variable mix of transactions. The
fraction of each transaction type is a test parameter. Other
test parameters include the exponentially-distributed arrival
rate. The relative deadline of all firm real-time transactions
is 50ms. The final deadline is calculated adding relative
deadline to arrival time. Thus, deadlines are also exponen-
tially distributed.

3.1. Results of our experiments

In the Figure 5 we have compared overall performance
of different Multiversion concurrency control (MVCC) im-
plementations in MySQL/InnoDB and MySQL/solidDB
storage engines. MySQL/InnoDB implements traditional
MVCC using locks while MySQL/solidDB uses method
presented in this paper. This experiment clearly shows that
proposed method provides a lot better overall performance
because it allows more concurrency between different type
of transactions.
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Figure 5. MVCC methods compared.

4. Conclusions

Although the optimistic approach has been shown to
have a better performance than locking protocols in firm
real-time database systems, it has problems of unnecessary
restarts and a high restart overhead. In this paper, we have
proposed a method where application developer can assign
best suited concurrency control method to table based on
application consistency needs and transaction conflict prob-
ability.

Experiment results using real-time database system
for telecommunications clearly indicate that the proposed
method is able to dynamically adapt changing workload sit-
uations.

4.1. Related Work

In [5] a hybrid concurrency control scheme that uses a
deadlock-free approach was presented. This method en-
sures that transactions are re-started at most once. In the
proposed scheme there are two types of transactions: first-
run transaction and second-run transaction. First-run trans-
actions use modification of broadcast optimistic concur-



rency control where if transactions are known to conflict,
the transaction manager tries to re-order the transactions. If
re-ordering fails transaction manager shifts to second-run
state where transaction is restarted only after all locks to
the data items can be granted. Another similar research can
be found from [25] where pure optimistic concurrency con-
trol is used in first run and broadcast optimistic concurrency
control method in second run.

Similarly [20] proposes an hybrid protocol where both
optimistic and pessimistic concurrency control is used for
the same transaction.

In [6] a hybrid concurrency control method for mobile
computing is proposed that uses a pre-validation of the
transactions that is implemented by use of weak locks. Our
proposed scheme is not developed only for mobile system,
instead our proposed method is usable in general transaction
processing.

Our proposed method differs this method significantly
because transactions are executed at most once. If trans-
action can’t be executed because concurrency control fail-
ure, transaction is rolled back not re-executed. Addition-
ally, concurrency control is based on table properties not
transaction properties. In our proposed method if transac-
tion access only optimistic tables then optimistic concur-
rency control is used and similarly if transaction uses pes-
simistic tables then pessimistic concurrency control is used.
Finally, transaction can use optimistic to some tables and
pessimistic to other tables.
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